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Youth Exchange – ‘DemocrActive’ 

Athens (8
th

-15
th

 of May 2017) 

 

Description of the project 

‗DemocrActive‘ was a youth exchange program under the Erasmus+ KA1. The 

main aim of this project was to increase youth participation in the democratic life 

of the European Union. The exchange took place over 8 days in Athens, Greece. 

The participants come from Greece, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Italy, Poland, 

Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Spain and Turkey. 

The main aim of the exchange was to increase participation of young people in the 

democratic life of the Union and increase their trust towards the decision making 

processes. During the exchange, the following main topics were examined: 

• EU, way of functioning, institutions, bodies and decision-making processes. 

• Democracy and democratic principles. 

• European identity, rights and obligations. 

• Active European citizen. 

• Direct and indirect forms of citizens' participation in the democratic life of the 

EU 

• The power of voting. 

• Inclusive decision making 

The methodology was based on participatory and person-centered approaches and 

strategies to raise awareness, empower and enhance participants' skills and 

competences. All activities were based on non-formal learning methods requiring 

participants to participate actively in their successful implementation. Special 

emphasis was also placed on the experiential and peer learning that came as a 

result of the interaction of the participants and the exchange of experiences, 

thoughts and opinions  
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Main Activities and outputs 

 

Spell Democracy: pedagogical game   

Spell Democracy was an interactive game of hangman aimed to introduce the 

participants in a playful way in the main terminology of the exchange in the 

English language. Through the famous hangman game the participants were 

familiarized with terms such as Political Rights, Civil Liberties, Referendum, 

Representative Democracy, Presidential Democracy, Government, Rule of Law 

e.t.c. and their meaning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Debating Democracy: Multimedia & group discussion 

Through videos related to Democracy the participants were introduced in the 

history of Democracy, its basic principles, the importance of political participation, 

the advantages and its limits. (http://www.abc.net.au/btn/story/s4460249.htm,  , 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fivQUlC7-8). In the second part of the 

activity the participants reflected about the core democratic values. 

What are the core democratic values? 

Equality, Freedom of speech, Meritocracy, Common Good, Tolerance, Liberty, 

The pursuit of Happiness, Diversity, Truth are some of the replies which the 

participants had the opportunity to further discuss.  

 

http://www.abc.net.au/btn/story/s4460249.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fivQUlC7-8
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Results  

During the discussion, the participants reflected on the advantages and 

disadvantages of Democracy. The main advantages that were highlighted by the 

participants were: 

 Prevention of corruption and fairness. 

 All the people can express their opinion- power is in people‘s hands. 

 Decisions and policies are closer to the citizens‘ real needs and interests. 

 Transparency and equality. 

 Citizens feel more responsible so they‘re more active and interested. 

 It‘s easier to make changes. 

 All the people have the same rights and responsibilities. 

While the main disantvantages highlighted by the participants were: 

 A lack of expertise/knowledge. People could make wrong decisions and 

effect minorities in a bad way.  

 Politicians can be easily corrupted. 

 Clientelism. 

 Citizens can be manipulated by mass media. 

 

Expressing the democratic values: Creative activity 

The participants were divided in groups and were asked to choose one of the 

democratic principles discussed in the activity ―Debating Democracy‖. They were 

asked to express in any creative way the chosen principle and they were given time 

to prepare their materials. As a result we had a poem, drawings, sketches and a 

song.  
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“Sharing EU”: Creative workshop& group activity 

This activity was separated in two main parts.  

First part: The participants were invited, after a short seminar on how to create 

google forms, to create quizzes about the European Union, its history, institutions, 

and culture e.t.c. As a result 5 quizzes were created and were disseminated during 

the next days on the internet by the participants.  

(One can find the quizzes created during this activity in the following link: 

http://civisplus.gr/democractive-quizes-outputs/) 

Second part:  The second part of the activity took place the 7
th

 day of the exchange 

in order the participants to have collected sufficient number of replies from their 

quizzes. In this part the participants examined the replies of the quizzes and they 

concluded on which information young people in Europe are more or less aware 

about and they had a group discussion on the topic. The participants concluded 

after analyzing the questionnaires that generally around 60 % of the respondents 

gave correct answers in the quizzes, with some variations in some questions. The 

main conclusion was that young people more or less are better informed about the 

members of the EU and other related issues but they are less aware about the 

history and the concept behind it, while they miss important information about its 

institutions and functions.  

The discussion in this activity concluded in the following main points: 

 Young people are not adequately informed on the importance of EU, the 

policy making processes and the importance these policies have on their 

lives. 

 The trust of the young people to the EU has been shaken due to the 

contemporary problems such as unemployment, financial crisis, and 

terrorism e.t.c.  

 Improvement of young people‘s knowledge about EU history could be 

succeeded by connecting past events with contemporary issues. 

  EU citizenship motivates young people to care about EU policies. Events 

should be organized to present the EU. 
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 European Institutions should improve communication towards young people 

in order to gain young peoples‘ trust and understanding. 

 Courses about EU should be held for high school and university students.  

 Applications and games about EU should be created. 

 Creation of facebook pages about EU could be an effective way to approach 

young people.  

 

 “Who rules”: Pedagogical Game 

7 volunteers were set within the group of the participants and were ―transformed‖ 

into European institutions such as European Parliament, The European Council, 

The Council (Ministers), European Commission, Court of Justice, European 

Central Bank, Committee of the Regions. Each participant – institution had a label 

with the name of the institution he/she was representing. A box with papers was 

placed in the center of the room. In each paper there was written a different 

function - characteristic related to the selected institutions, such as:  

 MEPs are directly elected by EU citizens to represent their interests. 

 It shares with the Council the power to legislate — to pass laws. 

 It exercises democratic supervision over all EU institutions. 

 Defines political direction and priorities. 

 The meetings of this Institution as a rule take place at least twice every 6 

months. 

In total 43 paper- functions were in the box. The rest of the participants were asked 

to randomly pick one paper from the box and match the function with the correct 

participant - institution.  

When all the paper – functions were placed in the available institutions the 

participants were invited to rethink their decisions and with the help of the 

facilitators the correct function of each institution was revealed.  
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“Decision making in the EU”: Interactive quiz& group discussion  

The participants were invited through an 

interactive quiz and discussion to reflect 

on their knowledge about decision making 

processes. They managed to enrich their 

knowledge regarding the processes, to 

reach conclusions on their effectiveness or 

not and most importantly to exchange 

views and better understand how 

important these decisions for their lives 

are.  
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“An active citizen is the one who……’: Creative Workshop 

In this activity the participants were invited to reflect on the characteristics an 

active citizen has and create cards with the identified characteristics. The activity 

started with the quote ―An active citizen is an ordinary person with an 

extraordinary desire to create positive change‖, given by the facilitator. A group 

discussion about what an active citizen means for them followed and finally they 

wrote on sticky posts one characteristic of an active citizen. The notes were stuck 

in a place everyone could see and a group discussion summarized the points 

referred in this session and attempted to make the participants reflect on their sense 

of European identity, their involvement in their societies and on how they can 

become better European Active Citizens. Some of the characteristics highlighted 

were:  

 creativity  

 responsibility- accountability  

 proactivity  

 active participation in social matters  

 awareness about social issues, government and its activities 

 sensitivity  

 empathy 

 curiosity  

 willingness to make change and contribute to the society and the community 

 empowerment 

 fairness 

 respect towards different 

 emotional intelligence  

 courtesy and respect for the rights of the others 
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 honesty 

 tolerance 

 self-discipline 

In the second part of this activity the participants were divided into groups and 

each group was asked to select one characteristic from the ones identified in the 

previous session and express this characteristic in a creative way. The activity 

closed with presentation of the participants‘ creations.  

“An active citizen needs  

 heart for being emotional,  

 brain for being rational,  

 ears to listen carefully and pay attention to details  

 foot and hands for being proactive” 

 

A drawing by one group 

 

“How to make yourself heard”: interactive seminar 

The participants were informed about the opportunities the EU offers for 

participation. They discussed about voting, European Citizens' Initiative, Public 

consultations, Citizen's Dialogue, Petitions to the European Parliament, structured 

dialogue, participation in civil society e.t.c. 
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“Cityland”: creative activity 

The participants were divided in groups and they were invited to cooperate and 

through democratic processes to create a new state and decide on its constitution, 

policies regarding specific topics, representative system e.t.c. A background story 

was given to the participants in order to facilitate the process.  

An example of such a background story is provided below:  

 

Country number 4: 

Country number 4 is a large country in the South of the region, the climate is 

perfect for the tourism industry. The country is blessed with hundreds of kilometers 

of beautiful coast strip, lake and historical buildings. For thousands of years the 

country was a melting pot of democracy and culture but nowadays the Country 

number 4 is facing internal instability as a result of the recent crisis. The country 

is struggling to remain an important actor in the region and a democratic example. 

The Country number 4 is therefore a relatively wealthy country with a high share 

of citizens with at least secondary education and an important economy in the 

region, with a global export network. Country number 4 is well-known as an 

important luxurious goods exporter.  

Problems to be solved: 

1.Even if Country number 4 has a strong tourism industry, the Country to create 

and implement new programms that aim to boost the economy per total. 

2.Country number 4’s citizens are high educated however, the youth 

unemployment has a high rate. Country number 4 has to create a new policy that 

aims to lower the youth unemployment rate. 

3.Country number 4 has to close new economic partnerships, especially on the 

matter of luxurious goods, with at least 2 different other countries from the region. 

The goal of the game was to create a democratic state and to attain the country-

specific objectives. Each participant had a specific role. All the agreements and 

the plays were in accordance with the country's National Role Conception. 
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As a result 4 states were created and are introduced below: 

 

1) Unicornia  

 

 

2) Atlantis 
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3) Prosperanto Republica 

 

 

4) Wonderland 
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“Addressing the problems in cityland”: role play 

In the previous activity the groups created their states; they discussed and co-

decided their representative systems, constitution, laws and others. They also 

elected a representative and the rest of the participants undertook roles within the 

state e.g. Head of State, citizens, Foreign Minister, Finance Minister, Policy 

Advisor, civil society actor e.t.c. Based on these roles the participants were invited 

to cooperate, discuss and search for solutions about the problems their country was 

facing. They faced problems such as the youth unemployment, the refugee crisis, 

discrimination and violence, quality of products, renewable energies, pollution, and 

the prolongation of the weekend.  

“The council”: simulation 

The states of cityland participated in a council. Each delegation proposed solutions 

to the problems presented in the agenda (based on the decisions made in the 

previous activity) and they tried to draft policies. They also made birateral 

agreements between the states. 

 

 

The main decisions made based on the agenda topics were the following: 

 Reduce the budget spent in military and invest this money on the educational 

system. 
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 Encourage employment by attracting foreign investors. 

 Invest in agricultural sector in order to create more job vacancies. 

 Reduce imports of products and invest in producing more local products by 

creating special programs to support the creation of new and small 

businesses and the development of the agricultural sector.  

 Invest in renewable energy in order to create more job vacancies and protect 

the environment. 

 Startup loans should be designed to increase youth entrepreneurship and 

reduce unemployment. Free online advices will be provided by the states on 

how to set a company or foundation. 

 Mobility opportunities for education or work should be increased between 

the states. 

 Lower taxes for companies and startups in order to attract foreign investors 

and encourage the youth entrepreneurship. 

 An increase in student internships should be made and offers should be 

provided even to high school students during the summer period. 

 A total free medical service should be designed and put in force for the 

disadvantaged population and especially the people with severe illnesses. 

More funds should be spent in this sector.  

 More awareness activities such as workshops, campaigns and events should 

be organized about minorities, sexual orientation, different cultures and 

religions. The states should cooperate closely with the civil society for 

promoting respect and tolerance towards the difference and state funds 

should be offered for this purpose. 

 Educational systems should become more humanitarian by including in the 

curriculum subjects related to tolerance and diversity in order young people 

to learn to respect other people‘s differences. 

 In order to create a safer and more equal society based on human rights, all 

the member states of cityland should adopt and include in their educational 
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system a common course to provide better info for these topics through 

theory or even physical activities. 

 Member states of cityland should take shared responsibility for the refugee 

crisis. A certain percentage of refugees ―accepted‖ in each member state 

should be set based on the strengths and weaknesses of each member state 

and its financial capability. 

 Lower taxes should be set for the citizens who are willing to support and 

host refugees.  

 At least a one year free language and cultural course should be provided for 

refugees by the states. 

  A free flat should be provided to refuges by the states till they have found a 

job and saved some money. During this period job offers should be made to 

refugees by the state and if they refuse 3 of them they will lose the flat. At 

least during the bureaucratic process of asylum, accommodation should be 

provided for refuges and also a monthly allowance to cover their basic 

needs. 

 An observatory will be created to check the government and ensure human 

rights protection. 

 Extra taxes will be set for the states that sell weapons to war countries. 

 

Bilateral Agreements 

 Prosperanto made an agreement with Atlantis to receive renewable energy 

facilities for military defense tools. 

 Atlantis made an agreement with Unicornia so as to receive workers as 

researchers from Atlantis and in return the Unicornia‘s 25% of import goods 

will be from Atlantis. 

 Atlantis made an agreement with Wonderland to sell renewable energy 

facilities in discounts with the precondition that they will hire their locals. 
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“Vote: right or responsibility»: debate 

The participants had the opportunity to reflect and exchange opinions on their right 

of vote. Questions like ―should the voting be obligatory or the citizens should have 

the free will to participate‖ were aroused and very interesting opinions were 

expressed by the participants. They all finally agreed that either if it is obligatory 

or not voting is a very important tool in the citizen‘s hands that we should all 

exercise in order to be responsible and part of the changes.  

 

 

“How do we vote?” 

The participants were invited to fill in sheets with the following questions:  

1) What was your main reason for not voting the last time there were elections? 

2) What was your main reason for voting the last time you did so? 

When all participants finished the sheets were collected by the facilitators and the 

answers were written in flipcharts. The answers were read loudly and a group 

discussion followed about the topic. The participants reflected on the reasons they 

didn‘t vote and the ones for which they voted. They tried to understand both 

stances and better understand why some of them enjoy their right to vote while 

some others ignore it. Finally they had the opportunity to reflect on the levels of 

participation in European level in contrast to the national and local levels.  
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“Εxpress Participation” 

The participants were asked to creatively express their opinion  about voting in 

order to help other youngsters understand the importance of active participation. 

One can find these videos in the following link: 

 

“Co – decision simulation”  

All the Heads of Government and/or other representatives of city land were met in 

a Summit. During the Summit, they had short speeches. The purpose of the summit 

was to find ways to increase participation of young people in European affairs and 

make EU more participative.  

The priorities were settled based on their Ministers advices. 

The facilitator chaired the meeting and played the role of the President of the EU 

Summit. The president read the Agenda. The Heads of Government came up with 

proposals on the topic.  

Presidents of other EU institutions, such as the President of the European 

Commission and the European Central Bank also attended.  

(One can find the participants’ proposals in the following link http://civisplus.gr/wp-

content/uploads/2017/07/Youngsters-proposals-for-a-more-participative-EU.pdf) 

 

 Main learning outcomes 

 

During the above mentioned activities and much more secondary activities and 

processes that they are not referred in the current report the participants gained 

important social, personal and professional skills. All the initial learning goals 

were achieved and the participants acquired/ improved very important knowledge, 

skills, attitudes and behaviors. Their achievements were certified and validated 

through Youth Passes. Below one can find the most important learning outcomes 

achieved by the majority of the participants. The participants:  
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On the project‘s topic 

 Increased their knowledge about the EU, its history, its institutions and their 

functions and are more interested in European topics. 

 Increased their knowledge on how decisions are made in the EU and how the 

policies are formed. 

 Raised their awareness on how they can directly or indirectly participate in 

EU‘s democratic life and how they can influence the decisions taken.  

 Enhanced their knowledge on Democracy and Democratic principles. 

 Better understood the importance of EU and the decisions taken in their lives 

and as a result the importance of their active involvement. 

 Raised their awareness on their rights and responsibilities as citizens of the 

Union and they felt more Europeans. 

 Developed a sense of social responsibility and cultivated their political 

behavior. 

 Increased their interest in politics and their trust in policy making processes.  

 

Social/civic/personal development 

 Developed their sense of initiative and ability to adapt in new situations. 

 Raised their awareness on major social issues and improved their problem 

solving and negotiation skills.  Are more interested in contemporary social 

issues and more prepared to take action and discuss about political and 

social topics. 

 Developed their digital skills and especially on the use of internet, social 

media, e-mails, google forms e.t.c. 

 Enhanced their intercultural skills, their ability to communicate and 

cooperate in multicultural environments and their knowledge on different 

cultures.  
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 Enhanced their tolerance towards the different. They are now more 

interested to act against discrimination, violence, intolerance, and racism. 

 Increased their oral, comprehensible and written skills in foreign languages 

and especially English.  

 Developed and practiced their analytical skills, critical spirit and developed 

their ability to create and contradict arguments, reach conclusions and take 

decisions. 

 Developed their creative skills and abilities in non-verbal and extralective 

forms of communication (pantomime, video, etc.) 

 Improved their ability of self-evaluation/reflection and organizing their own 

learning. 

 Developed their confidence and trust in their abilities. 

 

  


